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Seller - A+++ Five Stars very helpful. Seller Feedback - A+++. It seems like the only solution is go look for
emergency personnel Wish it had a bit more detail. superb, as described and worthy of the price! Great
resource This document is a detailed yet concise wound evaluation and treatment resource that's perfect
for home or for clinics to supply prompt wound care advice. Easy to use. This quick reference is quite
helpful when you are not sure which dressing to use for a specific wound. Beats needing to carry a
publication around. Four Stars helpful Travel with me everywhere Great product to carry around with you.
It provides basic information on how to stage wounds, how exactly to measure wounds. What items to use
on certain types of wounds, etc. A great addition to your locker reference stack. Thanks a lot! It seems
like the only real remedy is go seek crisis personnel. And laminated for duriblity. Nicely organized. Five Stars
Great for quick references Best for work or school A good tool for learning and work. Useful Good
information! It is aimed at people with little to no medical experience, and especially those dealing with
Diabetes. excellent, as described and well worth the price!NOT FOR PROFESSIONAL This wound chart is so
basic and not aimed at a healthcare professional it really is more of a patient guide written in laymen
terms, It generally does not benefit nurses in wound care setting or for clinical use, it is very general as
basic as possible getmaybe ideal for nurse aids or home health aids working in a home who've minimal medical
knowledge with patients who have wounds but otherwise useless Very Basic We know that this is just a

quick reference but the information contained is incredibly basic. Five Stars great reference tool Wound
Care Specifics Extremely organized and informative.
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